
 

 
A Hair Analysis class is approximately 3 to 4 hours in length and is designed for 6 delegates.   Within a class environment, 
you get to hear and understand other peoples hair issues.  In addition, (and as an objective bystander) you will watch as 

Scott both colour and hair image analysis your fellow delegates, enabling you to recognise why his recommended colours, 
styles and methods would work for varying types of individuals.  Whilst the group of 6 learn extensively together - each 

delegate ultimately receives their own prescriptive hair advice, instruction and profile. 
  

The Hair Management section of the class truly enables Scott to begin explaining technical ways you can work with your 
own hair to obtain the results that are right (just) for you.  Within this section, Scott is able to recommend the types of 

hairdresser you should be visiting (and) or how to simply manage aspects of colour and styling at home – giving step by step 
instruction tailored to your specific requirements.  Home management also includes recommendations for products (that 

suit your hair and style requirements) and how to upkeep looks and effects (suited to you) easily.  
  

All Scott Cornwall Hair Analysis Classes are conducted in a private environment, where open discussion is readily 
encouraged.   The purpose of the half day experience is to teach you 100% about your own hair, what suits, works and 
harmonises with you both inside and out.  Remember, everyone’s hair issues are different.  Some people attend one of 

Scott’s classes to learn how to successfully achieve great home hair and ultimately save money (or time) in the long run.  For 
others, their motivation to come to a class may be born of sheer frustration at never seeming to find a hair look that works 

for them.   A Scott Cornwall Hair Analysis Class is designed to be a one off experience that has a lifetime effect. 
  

In addition, Scott’s work does not stop once you have left the class.   All delegates who attend Scott Cornwall classes and 
clinics have access to him via e-mail, by which they can seek Scott’s advice or guidance in the months and (even) years to 

come.  Remember, hair change and transition can be a long term undertaking and many people are on a journey to slowly 
evolve and replenish their existing styles and looks.  

 

Hair Analysis Classes  

Class delegates receive:-   
 

• Seasonal specific shade chart and advised methods/description 
• Specific Hair Personality & Image Guide  
• Prescriptive guidelines from Scott Cornwall for Hair Management  

During the class, Scott will colour analysis you and explain 
your specific hair colour season.  Outlining the colourant 
shades, methods and techniques that will work 100% for 
you.   In addition, Scott will reveal your hair image category 
based on both internal and external factors, educating you 
on how this unique category can be worked with and 
referred to in the future - so you always sport cuts and style 
effects that suit both your external appearance and internal 
personality. 

Scott offers several Hair Analysis classes throughout the year, in varying locations around the UK.    Cost is £125 
per delegate.  Classes are very popular and places often limited. To see if there is availability for a class near you, 
please visit:- 

www.scottcornwallhair.com 

A Scott Cornwall Hair Analysis Class gives you the chance to not only discovery your 
own hair, but understand how to deal with it both now and in the future.   


